Shor and Grover demonstrated that a quantum computer can outperform any classical computer in factoring numbers 1 and in searching a database 2 by exploiting the parallelism of quantum mechanics. Whereas Shor's algorithm requires both superposition and entanglement of a many-particle system 3 , the superposition of single-particle quantum states is sufficient for Grover's algorithm 4 . Recently, the latter has been successfully implemented 5 using Rydberg atoms. Here we propose an implementation of Grover's algorithm that uses molecular magnets 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 , which are solid-state systems with a large spin; their spin eigenstates make them natural candidates for single-particle systems. We show theoretically that molecular magnets can be used to build dense and efficient memory devices based on the Grover algorithm. In particular, one single crystal can serve as a storage unit of a dynamic random access memory device. Fast electron spin resonance pulses can be used to decode and read out stored numbers of up to 10 5 , with access times as short as 10 -10 seconds. We show that our proposal should be feasible using the molecular magnets Fe 8 and Mn 12 .
2 the search to one single query 2 . Here we will show that this query can be implemented in terms of a unitary transformation applied to the single spin of a molecular magnet.
Such molecular magnets, forming identical and largely independent units, are embedded in a single crystal so that the ensemble nature of such a crystal provides a natural amplification of the magnetic moment of a single spin. However, for the Grover algorithm to succeed, it is necessary to find ways to generate arbitrary superpositions of spin eigenstates. For spins larger than 1/2 this turns out to be a highly non-trivial task as spin excitations induced by magnetic dipole transitions in conventional electron spin resonance (ESR) can occur only in discrete steps of one h (Planck's constant divided by 2π), that is, single steps by two or more h values are excluded by selection rules. To circumvent such physical limitations we propose an unusual scenario which, in principle, allows the controlled generation of arbitrary spin superpositions through the use of multifrequency coherent magnetic radiation in the microwave and radiofrequency range. In particular, we will show by means of the S-matrix and time-dependent highorder perturbation theory that by using advanced ESR techniques it is possible to coherently populate and manipulate many spin states simultaneously by applying one single pulse of a magnetic a.c. field containing an appropriate number of matched frequencies. This a.c. field creates a nonlinear response of the magnet via multiphoton absorption processes involving particular sequences of σ and π photons which allows the encoding and, similarly, the decoding of states. Finally, the subsequent read-out of the decoded quantum state can be achieved by means of pulsed ESR techniques. These exploit the non-equidistance of energy levels which is typical of molecular magnets.
The method we propose here is interesting in its own right since there has never been an experimental or theoretical attempt, to our knowledge, that shows that the states of spin systems with s > 1/2 can be coherently populated.
We implement the Grover algorithm in the single-spin representation with the level spectrum of a spin system as shown in Fig. 1 . First, a strong magnetic field in z direction must be applied in order to prepare the initial state s = 0 ψ . Then this field is reduced almost to zero (up to the bias δH z ) in such a way that all m -states are localized, say, on the left side of the potential barrier. Thus, the magnetic moment pointing along the z axis assumes its maximum value and the single spin of a molecular magnet is described by the hamiltonian H spin = H a +V (see Fig. 1 Obviously, perturbation theory breaks down in such a case. can be used to induce spin transitions only in the right well (see Fig. 1 ). In this way, both wells can be accessed independently.
Next we calculate the quantum amplitudes for the transitions induced by the magnetic a.c. fields (see Fig. 2 ) by evaluating the S-matrix perturbatively. The jth-order term of the perturbation series of the S-matrix in powers of the total perturbation hamiltonian V(t) = V low (t)+V high (t) is expressed by
which corresponds to the sum over all Feynman diagrams of order j, and where 
where Ω m = (m-m 0 )! is the symmetry factor of the Feynman diagrams F (see Fig. 2 ), Fig. 2 ). In general, the Grover algorithm requires that the levels are simultaneously populated with roughly equal amplitudes, that is, 
This means that the fields H 0 and H 9 , and the frequency ω 0 can be chosen independently.
We note particularly that the amplitudes H k do not differ too much from each other, which can be traced back to partial cancellations in equation (4) owing to the factor (1) and (2) are experimentally accessible.
We adapt now the Grover scheme 5 to describe the quantum computational read-in and decoding of the quantum data register a. For simplicity we set the relative phase Φ 0 = 0 of the low-frequency field H z (t); see equation (1) .
(1) Read-in. We start from the ground state s as initial state. Then, in order to introduce the desired phases Φ m for each state m we need to irradiate the system with a coherent magnetic pulse of duration T containing the n high-frequency fields . This pulse performs a unitary transformation up to order η, that is,
. In this way an arbitrary integer between 0 and 2 n can be stored.
(2) Decoding. In order to decode the phase information stored in the data register a, a universal single pulse (see equations ( 1) and (2) (2) must be set ϕ 9 = ϕ 7 = ϕ 5 = 0 and ϕ 8 = ϕ 6 = π (irrespective of a).
(3) Read-out. Once a state has been marked and amplified, that is, decoded, we must be able to read out this information physically. This task can be accomplished by standard spectroscopy with, say, pulsed ESR, where the circularly polarized radiation can now be incoherent because we need the absorption intensity of only one pulse. Full spectral analysis of Mn 12 have been performed with ESR 13 and neutron scattering 14 . Thus, we can assume that the spectrum is known. Now, irradiation of the magnet with a single 
This spectrum identifies all the marked states unambiguously. We emphasize that the entire Grover algorithm (read-in, decoding, read-out) requires three subsequent pulses each of duration T with 1 1 ,
. This gives a 'clock-speed` of about 10 GHz for Mn 12 , that is, the entire process of read-in, decoding, and read-out can be performed within about 10 -10 s.
Finally, so far we have used only the left well of the potential in and N by means of a single magnetic pulse. Our proposal for implementing Grover's algorithm works not only for molecular magnets but for any electron or nuclear spin system with non-equidistant energy levels. Although such spin systems cannot be scaled . , which can be easily accounted for and thus shall be ignored here.
Figure 2 Feynman diagrams F that contribute to
For a first test of the nonlinear response described here, we can irradiate the molecular magnet with an a.c. field of frequency ω s-1,s /2, which gives rise to a two-photon absorption and thus to a , and so on (to be published elsewhere).
